
Speaking English – 
Chapter 1



�How to Speak English Well: 
10 Simple Tips for 
Extraordinary Fluency 



� 1. Accept That English Is a Weird Language
� Sometimes you can find patterns in English grammar, but other times English 

doesn’t make sense at all. For example, why are “read” (reed) and “read” 
(red) the same word, but pronounced differently depending on whether 
you’re speaking in the past or present tense? Or why is “mice” the plural of 
“mouse”, but “houses” is the plural of “house”?

� Unfortunately, there are just as many exceptions as there are rules in English. 
It’s easy to get stuck on learning how to speak English properly, if you try to 
find a reason for everything.  Sometimes English is weird and unexplainable, 
so instead the best thing to do is just memorize the strange exceptions and 
move on.



� 2. Dive into the Deep End
� Studying English for an hour once a week isn’t usually enough to make any 

real progress. The best way to quickly improve your English is to spend at 
least a few minutes practicing every day. Immerse yourself as much as 
possible every time you study, and challenge yourself to listen to, read, and 
even say things in English that you think might be too difficult for you. If you 
want to speak English fluently, you need to make it an essential part of your 
everyday life.



� 3. Stop Being a Student
� The right attitude can make the difference between failure and success. 

Stop thinking of yourself as someone who is learning English, and start 
thinking of yourself as someone who speaks English. It’s a small change, but 
it will make you feel more confident and help you to use the English you 
already know more effectively.

� This also means you need to start thinking in English. If you want to say the 
word “apple” in English, for example, right now you probably think of the 
word in your native language first, and then try to think of the correct word 
in English. Instead, try imagining a picture of an apple, and then just think 
the English word “apple”. Real fluency happens when you stop mentally 
translating conversations.



� 4. Remember the Answer Is in the Question
� Listen carefully when someone asks you a question in English and you’ll 

answer perfectly every time. English questions are like mirrors:
� 🡨           Does he…..?                       Yes, he does.
� 🡨           Can she….?                         Yes, she can.
� 🡨           Is it….?                                  Yes, it is.
� If someone asks you a question and you’re not sure how to answer, start by 

thinking about the words used in the question.  The person has already said 
most of the words you need to make your answer. Instead of just 
memorizing English grammar, start to look for patterns like this one. There 
are a lot of simple ways to “cheat” and make it easier to remember the 
right words.



� 5. Get More out of Listening
� When most students listen to a native English-speaker, they focus on 

understanding what all the words mean. This is definitely important, but 
there is a lot more you can learn from listening. Try listening not just to what 
the words mean, but to how the person says them. Notice which words the 
person links together in a sentence, or when they say “ya” instead of “you.” 
Try to remember these details the next time you speak and your English will 
begin to sound more natural.

� Easier said than done, right? When you listen to native English speakers, it 
can be hard to understand every single word that is spoken. They might use 
many words you don’t know, talk too fast or have a strong accent.



� 6. Use It or Lose It
� There’s an expression in English: “Use it or lose it,” which basically means if 

you don’t practice an ability, you might forget it. This idea can be used to 
help you remember new English vocabulary. The best way to remember a 
new word is to use it right away so it will stay in your memory.  When you 
learn a new word, try to say it in sentences a few times over the next week 
and you’ll never forget it.



� 7. Learn and Study Phrases
� Speaking English fluently means being able to express your thoughts, 

feelings and ideas. Your goal is to speak English in full sentences, so why not 
learn it in full sentences? You’ll find that English is more useful in your 
everyday life if you study whole phrases, rather than just vocabulary and 
verbs. Start by thinking about phrases that you use frequently in your native 
language, and then learn how to say them in English.



� 8. Don’t Study Grammar Too Much
� The key to learning a language is finding a balance between studying and 

practicing. Speaking English fluently isn’t the same as knowing perfect 
English grammar – even native English-speakers make grammar mistakes! 
Fluency is about being able to communicate. That’s why sometimes it’s 
important to put the grammar textbook away, so you can go out and 
practice those writing, reading, listening and speaking skills in the real world.



� 9. Don’t Be Afraid to Make Mistakes
� Sometimes it can be difficult to put all those rules and words together into a 

simple sentence. Don’t let the fear of saying something wrong stop you 
from speaking at all. Even if you think you’re making a mistake, keep 
speaking anyway. Most of the time, people will understand what you’re 
trying to say, even if you make a mistake. Plus, the more you speak, the 
easier it gets, and the more quickly the right words will come to mind.



� 10. Learn from Everyone
� You don’t have to only learn English from textbooks and teachers – anyone 

who speaks English can help you practice. Imagine how you would feel if 
someone asked you, in your native language, how to pronounce 
something? Would you be angry? No! You’d probably be happy to help, 
just like most English-speakers are happy to help you. If you know any 
English-speakers, whether it’s a friend or co-worker, take advantage of the 
opportunity to practice and learn from them.

Source: 
https://www.fluentu.com/blog/english/how-to-speak-english-well-fluently/



Homework
� Beginner:
� Listen to a one-hour audio/video clip 

every week
�For the first 4 day listen
�On the fifth day write the new words 

which you can understand
� https://vimeo.com/album/2394871



� Intermediate:
�Listen to 2 thirty-minute 

audio/video clips every week
�Write the new words which you 

hear. And form 10 sentences with 
10 of the new words.



� Advanced:
� Listen to a 15-minute audio/video 

clip everyday
�Make a list of the new words you 

hear. Find synonyms for the new 
words. Write a summary of each clip. 
Do not use the new words in your 
summary. Use the synonyms instead.

�Choose your clips from TED.com



�Let’s Begin!



List of Words – Let’s say them together

� mother - мама 
� father – папа
�  son - сын
�  daughter - дочь
� sister – сестра
� brother – брат
� wife – жена
� husband – муж
� cousin – кузина
� aunt – тётя
� uncle – дядя
�  nephew – 
�  niece - 
� man – мужчина
� woman – женщина
� friend - друг



� beautiful – красивый
� tall - высокий 
� short - невысокий (о человеке), короткий (о вещи)
� thick – толстый
� thin – тонкий
� boring – скучный
� happy – счастливый
� sad - грустный



� ambitious – честолюбивый
� nosy – любознательный
� reliable – надёжный
� blunt – откровенный
� hard-working – трудолюбивый
� open-minded – непредубеждённый
� self-assured – самоуверенный
� clever – умный
� impatient – нетерпеливый
� sociable – общительный
� creative – творческий



Exercise 1

� Let us define the characteristics, and speak about relationships.

� Which words are positive? Which words are neutral? Which 
words are negative?
� Draw a table like the one below and place the words in the correct 

columns

� Use two words from the list to complete this sentence: I am …………. and 
………..

Positive (+) Neutral Negative (-)



� Listen to the recording. 

� Circle the words which you hear.



� Hi!
My name is Shaziane. My mother and 
father were never married, and  have 9 
brothers and sisters. But I did not grow up 
with them. My family is complicated. 



� My father is sociable and very 
open-minded. My mother is clever. But she 
is also very impatient. They are both 
hard-working and ambitious. 



� I am tall, like my father and I have my 
mother’s eyes and voice. People 
sometimes think that I am my mother, and 
that she is me when we speak on the 
phone. I also share my parents’ ambitious 
traits.



Form Groups of 2.

� In each group use the list of words to describe your family, and your 
relationships. Here is an example:

� My mother’s name is Janet. She is very hard-working. (OR She is a very 
hard-working woman.) My mother goes to work early in the morning, and 
returns from work late at night. On Sundays, when she isn’t at work she does 
various tasks around the house all day. 🡨 Give a reason or example for the 
adjective you used to describe the person.

� My name is Jareik. I am 13 years old. I am very reliable. I always help my 
teachers whenever they ask and also when they don’t. 



Memory Text
Напишите и Выучите

� Trust the Lord with all your heart and lean not on 
your own understanding. In all your ways 
acknowledge Him, and He shall direct your 
path.

Proverbs 3:5, 6


